
 
The company.  
Advance Management Services. 
AMS is an allergy testing company. We contract with physicians throughout the area to bring 
scratch Allergy Testing to large venues such as health fairs, expos, etc. When the pandemic hit 
in the spring of 2020, it was a natural transition for us to administer covid testing since we 
already had the infrastructure in place with physicians and medical assistants. Today we are a 
leader in the region delivering COVID-19 testing at your location.  
 
No charge to the school or patient. 
There is absolutely no charge to the patient or school. If a person does not have insurance or if 
they are undocumented, 100% of their bill is covered through the federal cares act. If a person 
has insurance, they will submit their information so their insurance company can be billed. 
There are no co-pays and no deductibles so it is also no charge to the one being tested. It is 
extremely important for a person to understand that if they do have insurance, they must 
produce their insurance card. If a person says they don’t have insurance and in actuality they 
do, the federal cares group will send a bill for their testing. Extremely important for the patient to 
be honest about their insurance, it will save a lot of aggravation down the road.  
 
PCR verses rapid tests. 
Our company specializes in on site testing which is performed through PCR nasal swabbing. 
PCR is the gold standard in the industry and has the least percentage of false positives and 
negatives. PCR tests, also called a molecular test, this COVID-19 test detects genetic material 
of the virus using a lab technique called polymerase chain reaction (PCR). A fluid sample is 
collected with a nasal swab and test results are normally available within 2 to 3 days. 
 
The Test Site Location.  
We personalize the COVID testing to your needs. You know and understand your community so 
you can determine which location and the best times. We can test inside or an outside 
drive-through. If you choose an outside drive, we ask that you have an inside location as a back 
up, in case of inclement weather. During the extreme winter months, we ask for the testing to be 
performed inside for the safety and well-being of our staff. For outside testing, we will also be 
prepared for walk up testing.  



 
What’s required from the school. 
We would need one table and two chairs for each testing station. Typically three tables and six 
chairs will suffice. We require electricity for our copiers and computers. We also ask for the 
school to provide necessary personnel and signage to give direction to the testing site as well 
as an on site contact person. Obviously the main responsibility for the school District is to get 
the word out. Typically a school will send texts and email blasts along with robo-calls from the 
superintendent. 
 
The Next Step.  
Once you have determined your location, date and times, you will submit the information along 
with your logo to our offices so we can build your pre-registration link. After receiving your 
pre-registration link, you will send the link via email blasts and text, so the community can sign 
up. 
 
The pre-registration link. 
After receiving a confirmation from your school with dates and times, we will send you the 
pre-registration link. This link captures the demographics of the patient. This link will also be 
used for a person to choose their timeslot to be tested. This helps our company with staffing and 
supplies as well as traffic control. After a particular time slot is full, that slot will be shut down 
and will force a person to pick another time slot. 
 
Accessing your results. 
At the time of testing, the patient will receive a link to a patient portal. Some of the material 
would have already populated from the pre-registration link however a portal must be set up 
with a password to access your results. Results are available within 2 to 3 days. Once the 
patient portal is set up, it will also send text, emails and E-calls to inform the patient that the 
results are ready. 
 
Is a script required to be tested? 
Early on in the pandemic, you might’ve heard that scripts were required to be tested and a 
person must be symptomatic. Today, that’s gone by the wayside. To help flatten the curve, the 
CDC recommends for everyone to be tested. A person can be asymptomatic or symptomatic 
and they do not require a script. 
 
In case of a positive result. 
If a person tests negative, they will receive their correspondence and results electronically. If a 
person tests positive, they will receive a personal call from the doctor along with a 
representative from the county for contact tracing. 
 
 
 



AMS caters to your schedule. 
Our company can perform a one time testing event, test weekly or even multiple times 
throughout the week, if necessary. We normally request a one week notice for scheduling your 
event however due to emergencies and outbreaks, we have been able to test with a 24 hour 
notice. 
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